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VISAKHAPATNAM: Blazing knocks by Prithvi Shaw and Rishabh
Pant helped Delhi Capitals knock Sunrisers Hyderabad out of the
Indian Premier League on Wednesday and move one step from
the final with a tense two-wicket victory. Shaw hit a quickfire 56
while Pant smashed 49 off 21 balls as Delhi chased down their tar-
get of 163 in 19.5 overs to win the eliminator in Visakhapatnam.

The left-handed Pant fell in the penultimate over and there was
drama in the final six balls with Amit Mishra given out for ob-
structing the field after running in front of the bowler’s throw at
the non-striker’s end. Number eight Keemo Paul, who took three
wickets in the Hyderabad innings, hit the winning boundary to
trigger wild celebrations in the Delhi camp.

Delhi, who notched their first ever IPL playoff victory, will take
on defending champions Chennai Super Kings in the second qual-
ifier on Friday. “I was a bit nervous, but (Ricky) Ponting sir — head
coach — and Sourav (Ganguly) sir — team mentor — believed
in me, and I just went out there and played my natural game,” said
Shaw.

“I think Rishabh Pant just batted beautifully. We will have fun
tonight, and then we plan from there. It’s a big game (against
Chennai), and we are going to prepare hard.” The 19-year-old
Shaw, often compared to the legendary Sachin Tendulkar, led his
team’s batting charge with six fours and two sixes in his 38-ball
stay. Shaw fell to paceman Khaleel Ahmed who struck twice in
the 11th over of the innings including the wicket of Delhi skipper
Shreyas Iyer for eight.

Afghan star Rashid Khan also hurt Delhi’s chase with his twin
strikes in one over, sending back Colin Munro for 14 and Axar
Patel for nought. Delhi slipped to 111-5. Pant, who was not picked
in the preliminary 15-man Indian World Cup squad, then took the
Hyderabad bowling apart with his power hitting to put the chase
back on track.

“If you are set on a wicket like this, you have to finish the
match for your team. I took it very close, but next time I will finish
it for the team,” said Pant. “Today, that was special because I
didn’t try to hit the ball too hard. I was just watching the ball, and
I was trying to time the ball.” Earlier, Delhi’s bowlers restricted
the Kane Williamson-led Hyderabad to 162 for eight after being
invited to bat first.

Paceman Ishant Sharma led the charge with his two wick-
ets including the prized scalp of Williamson for 28. West In-
dies bowler Paul returned figures of 3-32 in his four overs.
New Zealand’s Martin Guptill top-scored with 36 off 19 de-

liveries but fell to the guile of leg-spinner Mishra. Mumbai
Indians, who made Sunday’s final in Hyderabad after outplay-
ing Mahendra Singh Dhoni’s Chennai in the first qualifier,
await the second finalist. — AFP 

Shaw, Pant help Delhi beat  
Hyderabad in IPL eliminator

VISAKHAPATNAM: Delhi Capitals cricketer Prithvi Shaw plays a shot during the 2019 Indian Premier League (IPL) eliminator
Twenty20 cricket match between Sunrisers Hyderabad and Delhi Capitals at the Dr YS Rajasekhara Reddy ACA-VDCA Cricket
Stadium. — AFP  

LONDON: Liam Plunkett said England would be a “better
team” if Jofra Archer made it into their World Cup squad
after his fellow fast bowler again impressed on international
duty. Archer continued his late bid for a World Cup berth
with a hostile opening spell against Pakistan at The Oval on
Wednesday. He took one wicket and conceded just six runs
in four overs before rain meant there was no result in the
first one-day international of a five-match series.

The Sussex fast bowler’s display was a rare highlight in a
mere 19 overs’ cricket before a day/night fixture was finally
called off at 7:11 pm (1811 GMT) local time amid concerns over
player safety on a heavily wet outfield. Pakistan were 80 for
two, with Imam-ul-Haq 42 not out and Haris Sohail 14 not out.
Barbados-born Archer was not included in England’s prelimi-
nary squad for the World Cup but could force his way into
their final 15 via his displays in this five-match series.

“He’s obviously a class act,” Plunkett, one of England’s es-
tablished quicks, told reporters afterwards.  “He showed today,
he’s rocked up and bowled really nicely with pace and
smashed the right good areas, picked up a wicket in the first
few overs, beating the left-hander (Imam) on the outside

edge.” Plunkett, England’s other wicket-taker in a four-over
spell of one for 27 on what is now his Surrey home ground,
added: “It looks easy for him, he ambles in and bowls 93 mph,
he makes it look effortless. Questions have been raised about
the effect on team morale of catapulting Archer, only recently
qualified on residency grounds, into England’s World Cup
squad. But Plunkett said: “With him in your squad, you’re
going to be a better team.

“Whoever performs best should be in the squad. If it wasn’t
Jofra, someone else would be knocking on the door... If they
come in and bowl well, they deserve to be there.” Archer
showed glimpses of his ability while making ODI and
Twenty20 international debuts against Ireland and Pakistan
last week. On Tuesday, former England all-rounder Andrew
Flintoff say “anyone” should be dropped to make sure Archer
had a place in the World Cup squad.

Archer seized his latest chance after England captain Eoin
Morgan won Wednesday’s delayed toss at The Oval. He started
with a superb maiden over to Imam, generating movement off
the pitch at sharp pace. It was not long before Archer dis-
missed Fakhar Zaman — the century-making star of Pakistan’s
2017 Champions Trophy final win over India at The Oval —
for three after he edged to Test skipper Joe Root in the slips.
New batsman Babar Azam (16) struck three boundaries before
he edged Plunkett to wicket-keeper Jos Buttler.

“I still don’t feel at my best,” said Plunkett. “I feel I can be
better, but if I’m still picking wickets up I’m happy with that.”
The series continues at Southampton on Saturday, with Plun-
kett and his team-mates looking to prove their World Cup
worth to England selection chief Ed Smith. —AFP 

England will be a 
better team with
Archer: Plunkett

Australia hails players’ 
post-scandal conduct
SYDNEY: Australian cricketers’ once-notorious behavior has
significantly improved amid attempts to clean-up the game’s
culture after the ball-tampering scandal, Cricket Australia said
yesterday. The men’s national team had no conduct citings dur-
ing 2018-19 season, the first clean sheet in seven years, and
code of conduct charges at all levels dropped 74 percent, CA
chairman Earl Eddings said.

“Everyone in Australian cricket is well aware that it’s not just
winning that counts, but how we play the game, and the players
have certainly embraced that spirit,” Eddings said. He said um-
pires had also reported they were being accorded more respect
from players as the new, less abrasive culture beds in. CA’s bid
to shed the “ugly Australian” image comes after cricket’s stand-
ing in the sports-mad nation reached its lowest ebb last year
when players cheated by trying to alter the ball with sandpaper
in a Test against South Africa in Cape Town.

In the fallout, three top players received lengthy bans, the
national coach quit and numerous CA officials left the organi-
zation. An independent review commissioned by CA, slammed
cricket’s “arrogant” culture, criticizing both players and officials
for chasing victory with no thought of morality or the spirit of
the game. Eddings said lessons had been learned and change
was being implemented.  —AFP 


